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AGEP: DIVERSITY

One of the major strategic plans at Iowa State University, as well as the other two Iowa state universities, involves diversity in student recruitment, retention, faculty hires and overall awareness for the university community. With that in mind, Dean Isaacson joined Phil Kutzko (University of Iowa) to create a program that would bring minorities to the three state institutions. Two National Science Foundation (NSF) proposals were submitted and funding for a five-year grant was received to begin the Iowa AGEP (Alliance for Graduate Education and the Professoriate).

The NSF Iowa Regents’ AGEP is a program funded jointly by NSF and the three Iowa Regents’ universities. The goal of this program is to significantly increase the number of Ph.D.’s awarded to underrepresented U.S. minority students in engineering and the mathematical, physical and life sciences.

Iowa AGEP provides opportunities for graduate study at the three Board of Regents’ universities as well as the chance to participate in summer programs at Iowa State and the University of Iowa.

GRADUATE STUDIES IN IOWA

The Iowa AGEP program provides a wide variety of financial support for graduate studies. In addition to Research Assistantships, Teaching Assistantships and University Fellowships, five Iowa AGEP Teaching Fellowships are given each year at Iowa State and the University of Iowa and two of the Teaching Fellowships are awarded each year to students at University of Northern Iowa. These fellowships include competitive stipends, tuition fellowships and support for travel, books and equipment.

IOWA SUMMER RESEARCH EXPERIENCE

The Summer Research Experience Program is open to minority undergraduate students who are U.S. citizens or permanent residents and who have completed their sophomore year in college prior to the summer in which they are applying. Right now we are encouraging underrepresented U.S. minority students (such as African American, Latino, and Native American) to apply. Students accepted into the program will participate at Iowa State University (ISU) or the University of Iowa (UI) depending on the student’s research preference and availability.

This program is a comprehensive eight-week program designed to provide critical preparation needed before students pursue graduate school in engineering and the mathematical, physical and life sciences. The Summer Research Experience will provide:

- Information about a variety of research areas and career paths.
- A cultural and academic introduction to life and work at a large university.
- Opportunities to meet distinguished minority scholars.
- Summer Research Symposium to present students’ work.
- The opportunity to get to know Iowa’s universities and communities.
VIGRE: Year 2 – The Impact Continues

In the 2000-2001 Annual Report we announced the receipt of the 5-year $2.2 million NSF VIGRE (Vertical Integration of Research and Education) Grant. This grant continues to have a major impact on both our graduate and undergraduate programs. We are now pleased to discuss the successes that have come from this grant.

The working groups proposed in the grant have become an integral part of the program. Each week about seven groups of faculty and graduate students meet to discuss research topics in their area of interest. The groups often include faculty from other departments, so our goal of promoting interdisciplinary research is enhanced by the working groups. Both faculty and advanced graduate students present material in these groups. The group structure allows for thoughtful and extended discussions on the research topic. Some topics are covered over several weeks so discussion is never halted due to the clock. Graduate students use these working groups to learn about research topics and possible major professors.

During the first year, the grant supported six Ph.D. students with two of these being co-majors. The co-majors came from Plant Pathology and Animal Ecology so they also contributed to our interdisciplinary mission. Our first postdoc had a Ph.D. in Animal Science and he worked very effectively with the Bioinformatics Working Group. He now holds a joint position in biostatistics and animal science at a major research university.

In an effort to shorten the time required to earn a Ph.D., the faculty decided to change the curriculum. The new Ph.D. core courses [601 (4 cr.), 642 (4 cr.), and 643 (4 cr.)] are now covered in one year. The new versions of Stat 642 and 643 cover most of the material we previously covered in Math 514, Stat 642, and Stat 643. Measure theory concepts from Math 514 have been incorporated into the new version of Stat 642. Stat 601 is a new course in statistical methods. Stat 611 was retained as part of the Ph.D. core courses but will not be included in the Ph.D. written exam. Students can take the Ph.D. written exam in the summer after the second year. It is hoped that this curriculum change along with opportunities provided by the working groups will help students start their dissertation research earlier.

The VIGRE Grant has not only helped the students receiving NSF support, it has helped all undergraduate and graduate students. We plan to continue this success story in future Annual Reports and Newsletters.

FUTURE OF THE VIGRE PROGRAM

Another major benefit of the VIGRE Grant will be the introduction of a Summer Research Experience for undergraduates. We will recruit eight undergraduates for the summer of 2002 and they will do research during the eight-week program period. These students will have two faculty mentors, one in statistics and one in a subject matter in science. Hence, their research will involve statistics and another discipline so they will see statistics in action. Each student will make an oral presentation and write a paper related to their research. As part of the Vertical Integration, graduate students, postdocs and faculty will work with these students. We hope that they all will be encouraged to pursue a Ph.D. in statistics or a related field.
DEAN ISAACSON RETIRES AS DEPARTMENT HEAD
1984-2002

On May 1, 2002, a reception was held at the Memorial Union Campanile Room for Dean Isaacson to honor him and his 18 years of service as head of the Department of Statistics and director of the Statistical Laboratory. The reception room was packed with friends, family, students and colleagues. Scheduled speakers were: Dean Rabideau (LAS), Dan Nettleton, Bill Meeker, Jeanette La Grange, Edith Landin, Brooke Fridley and Ellis Ott. A book of appreciation letters, memories and pictures of his reception was presented to Dean at the end of June.

On July 1, 1984, Isaacson (photo right) became the acting director and acting head. He was the fifth person since 1933 to assume the position of director of the Statistical Laboratory. He followed George W. Snedecor, Raymond J. Jessen, T.A. Bancroft and Herbert A. David. (The Department of Statistics was not formed until 1947 so Dr. Snedecor did not hold the position of head of the department.) Dean is believed to be currently the longest serving academic department chair on campus.

During the 18 years of Isaacson’s tenure, many positive accomplishments have taken place in the department. The success and growth of the department’s Masters program through Distance Education is high on Isaacson’s list. He’s also proud of the quality of the faculty members hired and maintained on staff during his tenure. And most recently, the National Science Foundation VIGRE grant which promotes interdisciplinary activity between the Department of Statistics and many other departments on campus, impacts the lives of undergraduates, graduates, post docs and faculty members alike.

Dean plans to continue being an active force within the department. During the interim, he will continue to assist with some administrative duties. Dean also plans to continue teaching, advising, and staying in touch with the hundreds of students who earned their degrees during his tenure as head and who streamed through his office during his years as the department head.

Caricature drawing presented to Dean at his retirement reception

A special thanks to the Reception Committee: (from left to right) Edith Landin, Jeanette La Grange and Marlene Tjernangel
ISAACSON’S RECEPTION, MAY 1, 2002 (CONTINUED)

Master of Ceremonies, Alicia Carriquiry (top left) and one of many speakers, Bill Meeker (top right) share departmental and personal stories that have been remembered over Dean’s past 18 years as head of the department. (Above, Dean and wife, Martha are good sports and enjoy some of the shared stories.)

Dean and Martha Isaacson visiting with H.A. David (previous head of the department).

(Left to right) Erin Bonitz, Jill VanWettering, and Reid Landes

The yummy buffet line!

Grandsons eagerly wait in line to shake hands!
Wayne Fuller Retirement 1959-2001

In September 2001 Distinguished Professor Wayne A. Fuller (photo right) retired. Fuller received his Ph.D. from Iowa State University in 1959 in Ag. Economics. Since his graduation he has been on the faculty of Iowa State University. During the past summer a conference was held to celebrate his 70th birthday.

Distance Education Graduates Two More

Chris Scott and Jeff Slezak are the first two Mayo Clinic statisticians to receive their master's degrees through Iowa State University's distance education program in statistics (8/2001). The distance education program began in 1994 when General Motors requested it for some of its employees. In 1997 Mayo Clinic signed a letter of agreement. Chris and Jeff were two of the initial class of nine from Mayo who entered the Master's program at ISU.

A Note from STAT-ers President – Tammy Brown

STAT-ers has had a great year. There were interesting seminars given by various companies and faculty, a Halloween party that was quite frightful, two international dinners that were delicious, money raised from the Relay for Life, and the Spring Breakfast that was early (as usual).

We added a new committee to STAT-ers for the upcoming year: Family Activities Committee. This committee is supposed to plan more family related activities. There seem to be more and more students in the Statistics Department who have children and we would like to get them involved in STAT-ers. The best way to do this is to plan family-oriented activities. We will try to have kids movie night, picnics at the park, go-karting, sledding and other types of activities like this. Hopefully more than just people with children will attend these events.

Hal Stern Named Endowed Chair in Biological Statistics

Hal Stern has been named the first Laurence H. Baker Endowed Chair in Biological Statistics. Stern is a professor of statistics and interim director of the Laurence H. Baker Center for Bioinformatics and Biological Statistics.

“Stern was selected for his outstanding research record in developing statistical methodology and collaborating with scientists from other disciplines,” said Dean Isaacson, professor and head of statistics.

The Laurence H. Baker Endowed Chair was established in 1999 as part of a $10 million endowment to the Department of Statistics and the Plant Sciences Institute. The endowment from Norma Baker, Los Angeles, honors her late husband, Laurence H. Baker, who was a 1954 graduate of Iowa State and a long-time employee of Pioneer Hi-Bred International.

The chair will lead collaborative research in the biological or agricultural sciences, including bioinformatics, said Isaacson. “For example, Stern is collaborating with faculty in the animal breeding and genetics group on selection experiments and with faculty in zoology and genetics about evolution and natural selection.”

Stern earned his doctoral degree in 1987 from Stanford University, Stanford, CA. He was on the faculty of Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, from 1987 until 1994 when he joined Iowa State's statistics faculty. Stern was named interim director of the Laurence H. Baker Center for Bioinformatics and Biological Statistics in 2000. He is a Fellow of the American Statistical Association and co-author of the book, “Bayesian Data Analysis.”
IRISS – A NEW INSTITUTE

Iowa State University has created a new institute that will collect and analyze data about people, households, businesses, the environment and other institutions. Kirk Wolter (photo right), professor of statistics at Iowa State University, will be the institute’s director. Wolter is a 1974 Ph.D. graduate of Iowa State University.

The Interdisciplinary Research Institute for Survey Science (IRISS) will bring together the statistical work of three existing ISU centers to conduct research and outreach activities. IRISS will include the Institute for Social and Behavioral Research (ISBR), Research Institute for Studies in Education (RISE) and the Center for Survey Statistics and Methodology (CSSM), formerly the Survey Section of the Statistical Laboratory. The institute was approved by the Board of Regents, State of Iowa, in May 2002.

“Twenty-first century America finds itself in the age of information. Governments, businesses, non-profit organizations, and individuals have a tremendous appetite for data and use data to make critical decisions everyday,” said James Bloedel, vice provost for research and advanced studies. “Through this new institute, Iowa State University is positioned to be a major player on the national, and even international, stage in the collection, analysis, and use of information for research and decision-making.”

“Because of synergies and scale, IRISS will be stronger than the sum of its parts and that strength will translate into a prominent position in the market for survey research,” said Kirk Wolter, professor of statistics and founding director of IRISS. “With the environment ISU provides, the resources we have available to us, we can and should be able to successfully bid against any other organization.”

The new institute will conduct research in such areas as agriculture and rural population trends. It will also conduct research, training, and state and federal program evaluation. The institute will compete for contracts and grants offered by a variety of organizations, including federal, state, and local governments, foundations, and commercial enterprises.

IRISS will collect and analyze data about people, households, businesses, the environment, and other entities through its contracts. It will conduct empirical research, methodological research, training, and state and federal program evaluation of interest to the general public and to Iowa State University. Work will be carried out largely through the design, execution, analysis, and delivery of large-scale sample surveys and observational studies. Those affiliated with the institute will also analyze other databases either previously developed at Iowa State University or developed outside of Iowa State.

“By combining the efforts of RISE, ISBR, and the CSSM, these three university units are now capable of providing more services to their clients and bidding on larger projects collectively than they could do on their own,” states Wolter. Currently IRISS and its units have successfully bid on over $100M worth of grants.

Wolter joined the staff in March 2001. Before returning to ISU, Wolter was Senior Vice President, Statistics and Methodology, at the National Opinion Research Center in Chicago before arriving at Iowa State University.

As a university-wide institute, IRISS will be part of the office of the vice provost for research and advanced studies. IRISS will work closely with the Colleges of Agriculture, Education, Family and Consumer Sciences, and Liberal Arts and Sciences.
ON THE LIGHTER SIDE

Grad student and TA Kari Jovaag diligently works to stay ahead of her teaching assignments for Stat 401.

Philip Dixon and son, (Michael), cheer on Brooke Fridley during the volleyball game at the department’s annual picnic.

Student office clerk Sarah Steinberg and friend pet Gigi at the department’s picnic. Gigi is retired professor Leroy Wolins’ poodle.

Faculty, staff and students watched and were sometimes dragged into a Haz-Mat exercise held outside Snedecor Hall during the summer.

Retired professor Leroy Wolins stays warm as he enjoys the Statistics Fall Breakfast.
Refereed Publications 2001-2002


Dixon, P. M. (2002) Nearest-neighbor contingency table analysis of spatial segregation when there are more than two types of points. *Ecoscience*, 9, 142-151.


**Books 2001-2002**


**Book Chapters 2001-2002**


Non-Refereed Publications 2001-2002


Comments, Letters, Book Reviews, Software, etc. 2001-2002


Dissertations 2001-2002

Azevedo, Kari Ann. Ph.D. Using factor score estimates in latent variable analysis. Major Professor: Yasuo Amemiya


Ryan, Kenneth Joseph. Ph.D. Engineering applications of Bayesian statistical methods. Major Professor: Steven Vardeman

Sinharay, Sandip. Ph.D. Bayes factors for variance competent testing in generalized linear mixed models. Major Professor: Hal Stern
Yasuo Amemiya - associate editor, *Statistics and Probability Letters*
Krishna Athreya - associate editor, *Indian Academy of Sciences Journals*
Krishna Athreya - associate editor, *Journal of Theoretical Probability*
Krishna Athreya - associate editor, *Resonance: Journal of Science Education*
Douglas G. Bonett - editorial advisory board, *Journal of Applied Business Research*
Douglas G. Bonett - editorial advisory board, *Review of Business Information Systems*
Alicia Carriquiry - associate editor, *Proyecciones - Revista Boliviana de Matematicas*
Dianne Cook - editorial board, *Journal of Statistical Software*
Mike Daniels - corresponding editor, *IMS Bulletin*
Philip Dixon - associate editor, *Quantitative Methods, Conservation Biology*
Philip Dixon - editorial board, *Journal of Vegetation Science*
William Duckworth - associate editor, *Education for Amstat Online*
Wayne Fuller - associate editor, *Survey Methodology*
Heike Hofmann - associate editor, *Computational Statistics*
Heike Hofmann - associate editor, *Journal of Computational and Graphical Statistics*
Mark Kaiser - associate editor, *Journal of the American Statistical Association*
Kenneth Koehler - associate editor, *Plant Ecology*
Soumendra Lahiri - associate editor, *Statistics and Probability Letters*
Frederick O. Lorenz - associate editor, *Rural Sociology*
Frederick O. Lorenz - associate editor, *TESOL Quarterly* (Teaching English to Students of Other Languages)
Mervyn Marasinghe - associate editor, *Journal of Computational and Graphical Statistics*
Max Morris - associate editor, *Technometrics*
Max Morris - editorial statistical consultant, *Radiation Research*
Edward Pollak - editorial board, *Mathematical Biosciences*
Jean Opsomer - associate editor, *Journal of Computational and Graphical Statistics*
M. C. Shelley II - co-editor, *Policy Studies Journal*
Peter Sherman - editorial Board, *Mechanical Systems and Signal Processing*
Peter Sherman - guest editor for special issue, *Mechanical Systems and Signal Processing*
Hal Stern - editor, *Chance Magazine*
W. Robert Stephenson - editorial board member, *Journal of Statistics Education*
John Stufken - associate editor, *Communications in Statistics*
John Stufken - associate editor, *Journal of Statistical Planning and Inference*
Stephen Vardeman - associate editor, *The American Statistician*
PROMOTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS:

Volker Brendel - promoted to professor with tenure  
Alicia Carriquiry - promoted to professor  
Jean Opsomer - promoted to associate professor with tenure  
Yuhong Yang - promoted to associate professor with tenure  

UNIVERSITY TITLES:

Frederick Lorenz - to University Professor  

UNIVERSITY AWARDS:

Donna Brogen (former student) - received a Distinguished Achievement Citation from the Alumni Association  
Michael Daniels - received a Provost “star” award  
John Stufken - appointed as Program Director for Statistics in the Division of Mathematical Sciences of the Mathematical and Physical Sciences Directorate at the National Science Foundation for a second year (August 2001-August 2002)  
Steve Vardeman - received the Regents Award for Faculty Excellence (2001)  
Yuhong Yang - awarded the LAS Award for Early Excellence in Research/Artistic Creativity  

ASSOCIATION AWARDS:

Yasuo Amemiya - named Fellow of the American Statistical Association  
Tzee-Ming Huang - co-winner of the 2000 Savage Award, award co-sponsored by the ISBA, the NBER-NSF Seminar in Bayesian Inference in Econometrics and Statistics, and the ASA Section on Bayesian Statistical Science  
Soumendra N. Lahiri - named Fellow of the Institute of Mathematical Statistics  
William Q. Meeker - paper published by Meeker and his former student F. G. Pascual was selected for the American Statistical Association’s Award for Outstanding Statistical Application  
W. Robert Stephenson - recipient of the 2001 Mu Sigma Rho Teaching Award  
John Stufken - named Fellow of the American Statistical Association  

OTHER:

Hal Stern - named 2001-2002 Teacher of the Year by the Iowa State University Stat-ers
AT &T

Meeker, William Q., Jr., PI. Private instruction and consulting on the technical material in and related to Professor Meeker’s book, Statistical Intervals. For the period of 08/30/00 - 09/09/10: $2,400.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Carpenter, Susan L., PI. (Veterinary Microbiology & Preventive Medicine)
Co-Pls: Chris K. Tuggle (Animal Science), M. Nilsen-Hamilton (Biochemistry, Biophysics & Molecular Biology), Hal S. Stern. Graduate training in computational biology for animal agriculture. For the period of 09/15/01 - 09/30/05: $1,671,236.

Lay, Donald C., Jr. (USDA-ARS) PI.
Co-Pls: Michael J. Daniels and Joan Cunnick (Microbiology). Effects of prenatal stress on the health and well-being of swine. For the period of 09/01/00 - 08/31/02: $205,000.

Nettleton, Daniel, PI. Improved statistical methods for detecting QTL and estimating their effects. For the period of 06/15/98 - 06/30/02: $75,000.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE

Cunnick, Joan E., PI. (Microbiology).
Co-PI: Michael J. Daniels. Effects of prenatal stress on the health and well-being of swine. For the period of 09/25/01 - 08/31/03: $34,251.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERVICE

Jensen, H. H., PI. (Economics), Co-PI: Sarah M. Nusser. Improving measurement of food security and hunger. For the period of 08/26/98 - 09/30/01: $200,000.

Jensen, H. H., PI. (Economics)
Co-Pls: Sarah M. Nusser, C. N. Fletcher (Human Development & Family Studies). What is happening to food stamp program exiters? An examination of their employment and other experiences using administrative and survey data. For the period of 09/24/98 - 09/30/01: $100,000.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, FOREST SERVICE

Opsomer, Jean D., PI. Nonparametric model-assisted survey estimation for forest resources. For the period of 09/20/01 - 11/01/04: $99,995.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION SERVICE

Nusser, Sarah M., PI.
Co-Pl: Wayne A. Fuller. Soils databases and statistical methods for soil surveys. For the period of 10/01/00 - 09/30/01: $593,000.

Nusser, Sarah M., PI.
Co-Pls: Wayne A. Fuller, Jean D. Opsomer, Tapabrata Maiti. Survey methods and statistical research support for the National Resources Inventory. For the period of 10/01/00 - 12/31/02: $3,100,000.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS SERVICE

Fuller, Wayne A., PI. Survey design and estimation. For the period of 10/01/00 - 09/30/04: $219,500.
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, BUREAU OF CENSUS

Nusser, Sarah M., PI. Integrating and characterizing digital location data for computer-assisted survey information collection. For the period of 08/15/00 - 08/15/01: $26,350.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Shelley, Mack C., PI. Collaborate with Department of Education personnel on the development of an AEA cost efficiency study. For the period of 03/15/01 - 05/31/01: $3,920.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Stern, Hal, PI. Small area estimates of U.S. infant mortality using Bayesian statistical methods. For the period of 09/30/00 - 09/27/01: $37,691.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

Opsomer, Jean D., PI. Semiparametric small area estimation for the current employment statistics survey. For the period of 08/03/01 - 09/30/01: $24,993.

EMORY UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Nusser, Sarah M., PI. Co-PI: Dianne G. Anderson (Statistical Laboratory). The genetics of atherothrombotic stroke study. For the period of 03/25/02 - 04/30/02: $8,249.

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

Brasche, Lisa H., PI. (Center for Nondestructive Evaluation - CNDE). Co-Pls: R. Bruce Thompson (Materials Science and Engineering), Frank J. Margetan (CNDE), Ronald A. Roberts (Aerospace Engineering - AE), Timothy A. Gray (AE), William Q. Meeker, Jr., Norio Nakagawa (CNDE) and Chien P. Chiou (CNDE). Phase II - Engine titanium consortium. For the period of 09/30/98 - 09/30/03: $3,800,000.

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION


Wu, Huaqing, PI. Co-Pls: Max D. Morris, Stephen B. Vardeman. Statistical analysis of vehicle communication system design and EMC integration rules. For the period of 03/09/01 - 12/31/01: $55,881.

IOWA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Nusser, Sarah M., PI. Iowa Department of Natural Resources oil filter survey report. For the period of 03/06/02 – 06/30/02: $5,400.

JOHN DEERE & COMPANY

Dickerson, Julie, PI. (Electrical & Computer Engineering), Co-Pls: Dianne H. Cook, Carolina Cruz-Neira (Electrical & Computer Engineering), Hung-Ah Pham (Mechanical Engineering). Phase 1: Visualization of high dimensional control surfaces. For the period of 08/25/00 - 08/25/01: $131,316.
John Deere Foundation

Vardeman, Stephen B., PI. (Industrial & Manufacturing) Quality/Reliability research and education. For the period of 08/11/98 - 09/09/10: $15,000.

John Deere Technology Center, Moline

Bernard, James E., PI. (Mechanical Engineering - ME) Co-PIs: Kenneth M. Bryden (ME), Dianne H. Cook, Carolina Cruz-Neira (Industrial & Manufacturing Systems Engineering), Julie A. Dickerson (Electrical & Computer Engineering), Atul Kelkar (ME), Greg R. Luecke (ME), Judy M. Vance (ME). Synthetic environments as enabling technology for product development – Phase 3. For the period of 11/01/01 - 10/31/02: $102,000.


Mathematica Policy Research, Inc.

Carriquiry, Alicia L., PI. Assessing the diet of high risk subgroup using the dietary reference intakes. For the period of 10/01/01 - 09/30/03: $98,893.

Mayo Clinic and Foundation

Nusser, Sarah M., PI. Co-PI: Dianne G. Anderson (Statistical Laboratory). Epidemiology and genetics of Parkinson's Disease. For the period of 06/01/01 - 05/31/02: $40,508.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Thompson, R. Bruce, PI. (Materials Science & Engineering – MSE) Co-PIs: David Cann (MSE), David C. Jiles (MSE), Norio Nakagawa (Center for Nondestructive Evaluation - CNDE), Feyzi Inanc (CNDE), Karl A. Gschneidner (MSE), Timothy A. Gray (Aerospace Engineering & Engineering Mechanics– AE & EM), Vladimir Tsukruk (MSE), Vitalij K. Pecharsky (MSE), William Q. Meeker, Jr., Mufit Akinc (MSE), Joseph N. Gray (ME), Joseph Shinar (Physics &Astronomy), David K. Hsu (AE & EM), Dale E. Chimenti (AE & EM), Ronald A. Roberts (AE & EM), Lester W. Schmerr, Jr. (AE & EM), John Bowler (Electrical & Computer Engineering), Steve W. Martin (MSE). Advanced NDE for future aerospace systems. For the period of 06/01/02 - 05/31/03: $2,000,000.

National Cancer Institute

Carriquiry, Alicia L., PI. Improving the software for intake distribution estimation. For the period of 09/30/01 - 09/29/02: $24,608.

National Institutes of Health

Daniels, Michael J., PI. Covariance estimation for longitudinal cancer data. For the period of 02/01/02 - 01/31/03: $65,025.
NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON DRUG ABUSE

Spoth, Richard L., PI. (Institute for Social & Behavioral Research--ISBR), Co-PIs: Cleve R. Redmond (ISBR), Dean L. Isaacson. Rural family and community drug abuse prevention project. For the period of 08/01/01 - 07/31/02: $408,931.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH

Birt, Diane Feickert, PI. (Food Science & Human Nutrition). Co-PI: Kenneth J. Koehler. Energy restriction, cell signaling, and cancer prevention. For the period of 05/01/01 - 04/30/02: $246,982.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

Nusser, Sarah M., PI. Co-PIs: Yasuo Amemiya, Alicia L. Carriquiry. At the interface of time series, measurement errors, and survey sampling: A conference in celebration of Wayne A. Fuller's 70th birthday. For the period of 04/01/01 - 03/31/02: $12,000.

Nusser, Sarah M., PI. Co-PI: L. L. Miller (Computer Science). Collecting and using geospatial data in the field: An extensible framework and testbed. For the period of 10/01/00 - 09/30/02: $999,500.

Cook, Dianne, PI. Co-PIs: V. G. Honavar, L. L. Miller (Computer Science). Interactive dynamic visual overviews of large multi-dimensional data. For the period of 10/15/99 - 09/30/02: $350,000.

Lahiri, Soumendra, PI. Resampling methods for temporal and spatial processes. For the period of 08/01/01 - 07/31/02: $45,794.

Carriquiry, Alicia, PI. VIII Latin American congress on probability and mathematical statistics: Mathematical sciences at the interface. For the period of 01/01/01 - 06/30/02: $31,070.

Kaiser, Mark, PI. Co-PIs: Michael J. Daniels and Soumendra Lahiri. Conditionally specified statistical models. For the period of 09/1/98 - 08/31/01: $299,998.

Kaiser, Mark, PI. Co-PI: Dean L. Isaacson. VIGRE project. For the period of 04/15/01 - 03/31/04: $1,293,228.

Yang, Yuhong, PI. Adaptive regression for dependent data by combining different procedures. For the period of 06/01/01 - 05/31/03: $100,000.

OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY

Opsomer, Jean D., PI. Nonparametric model-assisted survey estimation for aquatic resources. For the period of 10/15/01 - 10/14/05: $17,740.

PIONEER HI-BRED INTERNATIONAL, INC.

Isaacson, Dean L., PI. Research consulting agreement. For the period of 9/1/01 - 12/31/01: $7,100.

PRATT AND WHITNEY

SCHONESLAND CORPORATION

Wu, Huaiqing, PI. Training grant. For the period of 08/16/01 - 05/15/02: $7,700.

SHELL OIL COMPANY FOUNDATION

Isaacson, Dean L., PI. Departmental grant support. For the period of 07/01/01 - 06/30/02: $10,000

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

Maiti, Tapabrata, PI. Bayesian neural networks for prostate cancer study. For the period of 09/01/01 - 08/31/02: $43,759.

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

Nusser, Sarah M., PI. Co-HR: Hal Stern; Co-PF: Leslie L. Miller (Computer Science). Enabling the creation and use of geogrids for next generation geospatial information. For the period of 09/01/01 - 08/31/02: $150,000.

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

Nusser, Sarah M., PI. Behavior infection & genetics in early on-set stroke. For the period of 09/30/00 - 09/29/01: $14,250.

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA MEDICAL CENTER, EPPELEY INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH

Nusser, Sarah M., PI. A case controlled study of diet and acetyltransferase in non-hodgkins. For the period of 04/01/02 - 12/31/02: $14,403.

WESTAT, INC.

Fuller, Wayne A., PI. Variance estimation for imputed data set. For the period of 02/28/01 - 02/27/02: $64,217.

3M

Rollins, Derrick K., PI. Non-linear multivariate ARMAX modeling of critical dynamic 3M processes using plant data. For the period of 10/01/01 - 09/30/02: $40,000.
B.S. GRADUATES

Anthony J. Kassekert ........................................................... Co-majors: Political Sciences and Economics
Yan Fan
Tiana Ying-Hsuan Pan ............................................................. Co-major: Economics
Adam Summers

M.S. GRADUATES

Julio Cesar Alonso-Cifuentes
Mallika Bachan
Carsten Botts
Lisa A. Brustman ............................................................... Distance Education Student (3M)
Jinyoung Byun
Gabriel Camano-Garcia
Michael Gary Case
Wei-wen Vivian Chang
Jingjing Chen
Xiaojin Chen
Zhuo Chen
Erik M. Colver
Ming Cui
Wei Ding
Cristiano Ferraz
Kyoji Furukawa
Younghun Han
Julie Ruth Hanson
Cory Heilmann
Tanya Lynn Hoskins
Yanhui Hu
Wei Huang
Gary Jeppson ............................................................... Distance Education Student (3M)
Chunfa Jie
Vinod Kumar ............................................................... Distance Education Student (3M)
Kuei-Hsiu Lin
Wei Liu
Matthew John Maurer
DeQing Pei
Matthew Whitney Puumala
Matthew Robert Schmidt
**M.S. GRADUATES (continued)**

Christopher Grant Scott ................................................................. Distance Education Student (Mayo)
Jeffrey Michael Slezak ................................................................. Distance Education Student (Mayo)
Sarah Timm
Hui Wang
Xinpeng Wang
Ruilan Wei
Stephen Douglas Weigand
Chunyuan Wu
Han Wu
Li Xie
Dong Yan
Hui Zhang
Jun Zhang
Yuhua Zhang
Jing Zheng
Hui Zou

**Ph.D. GRADUATES**

Kari Ann Azevedo
Victor Chan
Soledad A. Fernandez
Xiao-Hu Liu
Kenneth Joseph Ryan
Sandip Sinharay
GRADUATES

Bancroft Award
Julio Alonso

Dan Mowrey Consulting Award
Justin Recknor

Departmental Awards for Scholastic Achievement/Leadership
Nathan Foster
Jason Sinnwell
Cory Heilmann
Tanzy Love

Emil Jebe Award
Tanzy Love
Reid Landes
Luke Willis

George Washington Carver
Evette Lang
Dennis Taylor

George W. Snedecor Graduate Statistics Award
Curtis Miller
Yongming Qu

Glaxo-Smith-Kline Industrial Scholarship
Reid Landes

Holly & Beth Fryer Scholarship
Carsten Botts
Damiao Noberega da Silva

Kempthorne Award
Jason Legg

Lilly Scholar
Jennifer Czuprynkski

Miller Fellows
Courtney Kies
Carsten Botts

Pace Awards
Erin Bonitz
Courtney Kies
Reid Landes
Melanie Maxson
Luke Willis

Rebecca J. Klemm Fellowship
Evette Lang
Dennis Taylor

Research Excellence Award
Daniel Nordman
Jun-Yuan Wang
Jens Eickhoff

Sampson Legacy Fund for Excellence in Statistics
Erin Bonitz

Shell Scholars
Tamara Brown
Luke Willis
Erin Bonitz

Teaching Excellence
Rhonda DeCook
Sandra Hulting
Sarah Timm

Team-Stat Scholarship
Sarah Timm

Vera David Award
Rhonda DeCook
Jianying Zuo

VIGRE
Rhonda DeCook
Paul Esker
Brooke Fridley
Jason Legg
Samantha Montgomery
Dale Tessin

Vince Sposito Award
Monica Reising

Vince Sposito Computing Excellence Award
Jason Sinnwell
UNDERGRADUATES

Eli Lilly
Elizabeth Koehler
Megan Brown

George W. Snedecor Award
Tsu-Ting Lin

National Merit
Justin McIllece

Procter and Gamble Scholar
Elizabeth Brei

Schillmoeller Family Scholar
Arthur Alfred

Scott Kongable Award
Adam Summers
NEW FACULTY

Heike Hofmann, Assistant Professor, joined the department in January 2002. Heike received a degree in mathematics and earned her doctorate in statistics in 2000 at the University of Augsburg, Germany. Heike’s areas of research include data visualization, statistical computing, multivariate statistics, exploratory data analysis and interactive statistical graphics.

Tzee-Ming Huang, Assistant Professor, joined the department in August 2001. She received her Ph.D. degree in statistics at Carnegie Melon University. Tzee-Ming’s interests are primarily in Bayesian non-parametric inference. Huang replaces Shashikala Sukhatme who retired in December 2000.

Tapabrata (Taps) Maiti, Assistant Professor, was hired in January 2002 and works with the Survey Section. Taps earned his Ph.D. in 1996 from the Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta, India. Most recently he has been an assistant professor at the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Maiti’s research interests include: sample survey, small area estimation, Bayes and empirical Bayes modeling, generalized linear models, longitudinal data analysis, Bayesian neural networks and MCMC methods.

Kirk Wolter, Professor and Director of IRISS, joined the faculty this spring (2002). Wolter is a 1974 Ph.D. graduate of Iowa State University in statistics. Along with his teaching responsibilities, Wolter will be the director of the Interdisciplinary Research Institute for Survey Science (IRISS), a new center just approved by the Iowa Board of Regents. Through IRISS, Iowa State University is positioned to be a major player on the national and international stage in the collection, analyses, and use of information for research and decision-making. Wolter was Senior Vice President, Statistics and Methodology, at the National Opinion Research Center in Chicago before arriving at Iowa State University.

Walter Ollor, Instructor for the department and also working for CARD (Center for Agricultural Research and Development). He received his B.S. in economics from the University of Ile Ife, Nigeria and his Ph.D. in economics from Iowa State University. His interests, as they pertain to statistics, are in the fields of econometric models of developing countries, quantitative economic policy with applications to socioeconomic development stabilization and planning, quantitative methods, models and data systems.

VISITING FACULTY

Jongchul Oh, Visiting Professor from Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea is working with Yuhong Yang. His interests are in the areas of nonparametric density estimation, Bayesian theory and experimental design. Oh received his Ph.D. from KAIST, Daejon, Korea.

Seongmo Yoo, Visiting Professor from Korea University, is working with H.T. David. His interests are in social statistics, quality statistics, spatial statistics and multivariate statistics. Yoo received his Ph.D. from Iowa State University in 1993.
FACULTY

Dean Adams, Assistant Professor (courtesy appointment through the Department of Zoology and Genetics)
Yasu Amemiya, Professor
Krishna Athreya, Distinguished Professor, joint appointment with the Department of Mathematics (on leave)
Theodore B. Bailey, Professor
Jahnabimala Bhattacharya, Lecturer
Doug Bonett, Professor, joint appointment with the Department of Psychology
Volker Brendel, Professor, (courtesy appointment through the Department of Zoology and Genetics)
Alicia L. Carriquiry, Professor
Dianne Cook, Associate Professor
Michael Daniels, Associate Professor
Philip M. Dixon, Professor
Karin Dorman, Assistant Professor, joint appointment with the Department of Zoology and Genetics
William M. Duckworth II, Assistant Professor
Richard Evans, Assistant Professor (courtesy appointment through the College of Veterinary Medicine)
Amy G. Froelich, Assistant Professor
Tzee Ming Huang, Assistant Professor
Dean L. Isaacson, Director and Head; Professor
Mark S. Kaiser, Associate Professor
William J. Kennedy, Jr., Professor
Kenneth J. Koehler, University Professor
Soumendra N. Lahiri, Professor
Frederick O. Lorenz, University Professor, joint appointment with the Department of Sociology
Mervyn G. Marasinghe, Associate Professor
William Q. Meeker, Jr., Distinguished Professor
Max Morris, Professor, joint appointment with the Department of Industrial and Manufacturing Systems Engineering
Dan Nettleton, Associate Professor
Sarah M. Nusser, Associate Professor
Jongchul Oh, Visiting Professor
Jean D. Opsomer, Associate Professor
Carl W. Roberts, Associate Professor, joint appointment with the Department of Sociology
Derrick Rollins, Associate Professor, joint appointment with the Department of Chemical Engineering
Dan Sargent, Assistant Professor, Mayo Clinic Collaborator
Mack C. Shelley II, Professor, joint appointment with the Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Peter Sherman, Associate Professor, joint appointment with the Department of Aerospace Engineering & Engineering Mechanics
Jeff Sloan, Assistant Professor, Mayo Clinic Collaborator
W. Robert Stephenson, University Professor
Hal S. Stern, Professor
FACULTY (continued)

John Stufken, Professor (on leave)
Terry M. Therneau, Professor, Mayo Clinic Collaborator
Stephen B. Vardeman, Professor, joint appointment with the Department of Industrial and Manufacturing Systems Engineering
Huaiqing Wu, Assistant Professor
Yuhong Yang, Associate Professor
SeongMo Yoo, Visiting Professor

RESIGNATIONS

Yannis Bilias, Assistant Professor to University of Cyprus
Michael Daniels, Associate Professor to University of Florida
Hal S. Stern, Professor to University of California, Irvine
   Hal Stern has announced that he will be leaving to accept a position as chair of the new Department of Statistics at the University of California, Irvine. Stern has been with ISU's Department of Statistics since 1994.

RETIREMENTS

Wayne A. Fuller, Distinguished Professor, (faculty status in Department of Economics), retired Sept. 2001

EMERITUS

C. Philip Cox, Professor Emeritus
David F. Cox, Emeritus University Professor
Herbert A. David, Emeritus Distinguished Professor
Herbert T. David, Emeritus University Professor
Richard Groeneveld, Emeritus University Professor
David A. Harville, Professor Emeritus
Roy D. Hickman, Professor Emeritus
Paul Hinz, Emeritus University Professor
Donald K. Hotchkiss, Professor Emeritus
Edward Pollak, Professor Emeritus
Robert F. Strahan, Professor Emeritus
Shashikala Sukhatme, Emeritus Associate Professor
LeRoy Wolins, Professor Emeritus
Darlene Wicks, clerk typist & secretary for the Department of Statistics for 22 years, passed away unexpectedly of a heart attack on Sunday, November 4, 2001, at Trinity Medical Center in Rock Island, Illinois. Darlene, 62, had served as the departmental secretary for the Stat Computing Section since November 1979.

Dean Isaacson, professor and then Head of the Statistics Department, remembered Darlene as “a great giver of herself.”

“She was one of the best technical typists I’ve ever worked with,” said Ken Koehler, Professor of Statistics, who had known Darlene since she began work at Iowa State in 1979, “but I’ll remember her mostly because she was a wonderful person.”

“Darlene got along with everyone who worked with her,” said Edith Landin, administration specialist in statistics. “Everyone loved her. She was a great team player. If someone needed help, she was always ready to lend a hand. She also had a fun side, and enjoyed life to the fullest. You could always count on a smile from Dar, a good joke, or an uplifting story. She loved to cook, and she enjoyed trading recipes with her friends. Darlene had a quote on her desk which read, ‘Yesterday is History, Tomorrow is a Mystery, But Today is a gift. That’s why they call it ‘the Present’. This pretty much described her always upbeat attitude.”

Darlene Ann Wicks was born February 26, 1939, to parents Elmer and Agnes (Burke) Stuve in Des Moines, Iowa. Darlene graduated from DM Tech High School in 1957 and worked for Northwestern Bell Telephone Company in Des Moines. She married Sterling Wicks July 20, 1968, at Zion Lutheran Church in Radcliffe, Iowa, where she was still a member. Darlene taught Sunday School and was Sunday School Superintendent, member of Friend-n-Service, and sang in the choir.

Darlene is survived by her husband, Sterling, of rural Radcliffe; two sons, Jeff and his wife Shelly Wicks of Fairmont, Nebraska; and Terry and his wife Tammy Wicks of Manning, Iowa; one daughter Sandra Wicks of Fort Dodge, Iowa; seven grandchildren; her twin brother and two sisters.
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